Plein Air and Still Life Project notes commenced 14_05_14
this can be considered a continuation of figureSketchesDevNotes
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
14_05_14

Reflection after my first attempt at plein air 3D;
GENERAL OBSERVATION
 this can be considered part of the “
Colour as Light
” pieces. However unlike most of those peices which were
created away from the subject matter, for this peice I wanst interested in exploring the tools (eg various shading
nodes etc), I just wanted to “get it down”. There was a point where I delighted in various shapes and shades that I
discovered as my eye moved across the forms, and I wanted to record these shapes and shades quickly.
 for this piece I was limited to 10 colours. It felt like not quite enough but perhaps it was good to be limited
 as the light changed I wanted to change the topology of the model (eg move verts of shadow faces upward)...
These topology changes were reflected or captured with the duplicated mesh…. however the colour changes
where not reflected…
 have just played thru the 278 frames. Its interesting as a record of how teh model was made…. however I realise
that I was hoping that, by recording my making process (the progression of constructing the image), the result
would capture something similar to the process of looking/ of processing / of understanding.
Does it fail to do this because the model is cumulative… ie it goes from less detail to more detail… its not as
though the detail is dynamic in more than one direction...This could perhaps be remedied later in teh studio…
maybe this is where experimentation with the software’s “materiality” comes in.
 yesterday I was obsessed with link my selection set to SG set. now I dont really like that idea anyway because
I enjoyed the flexibility as is (especially as …

I just noticed that my models have been duped without history !!!!!!!!

perhaps make this an option in the script
TOOL and SCRIPT AMENDMENTS and QUESTIONS
 animation settings to 25 frames per second
 ability to delete a selection set and its UI.
 set BG viewport colour
, Maybe this sets the default colour of the swatch??
 ability to add swatch would be good

 could I 
create a new tab with a new colour swatch and new selection sets
duplicating the model and keeping history  this could be difficult cause I need to dupe input graph which
probably dupes the shaders and the selection sets. So faces from new set have to be fed to existing set and
shaders reassigned and new ones deleted...
 script makes ramp swatches which feed into layered shader. when the colour of a swatch is changed (or when
I press a button) a new swatch is created and feeds into the same shader (via a ramp or a Layered texture).
 maybe automatic duplication of the model would be good
 could it occur when a certain number of topology changes are made?
 and when colour changes are made (ie colours assigned to new faces)?
Maya and Wacom
 need easy access to the “split polygon” command
 disable zoom
 download latest drivers and see if that remedies the slight lag
 try a cintiq?
POST stuff TO TRY
 try linking various history on nodes to a controller and animating this control
 try animating textures (eg projection texture, or animating a ramp / swatch)
 doesnt make sense on teh building, but try deforming all objects (via nonlinear, joints, transform component etc)
 what attributes can I change with “transfer attributes”? ie does this bring the model “closer together”.
 try overlapping the models and using transparency (for this it would be good to have a script to work with vis
keyframes of each model).
 try moving the order around … does this really have to be manual??? remember that the models are named
sequentially.

I lost the blinding glare that I saw before (
ie the faces somehow got deselected). I could do something like
this with a ramp. it might entail me 
selecting the same face on many models…
can have a script and UI that
selects particular faces (select some faces and then Maya extends this selection to all the models of same name).
 try a moving camera...camera could zoom in on window area…
IDEA 
in post scenes I rename models with an “_” between name and number. This shows that teh models have
been worked on away from scene (ie “back in the studio”)
Useful scripts for post work
 select faces based on selection OR based on bounding box
I already have a script that selects verts based on bounding box
 select all models
 move vis keys
 select all history nodes of type X on all models
BIG QUESTION is how could I use bits of my various models?
ie, how could I combine an area of detail from a late version with a low res version from a previos version?
This has always been a big question…
A. could I combine point info from one model to another? could I somehow use group parts nodes?
YES. 
at least it seems that this works in “deleting” or bypassing geo of a certain colour when I go from one
GP node directly to “input Geometry” of another. I imagine it would be possible to anmate this effect with maya
nodes ??? or with a purpose built UI

I tried to then create a new cube and “hijack” its shape node to feed both into and create a new Hybrid
shape. I couldnt work out how… perhaps all the connections were’net made.
I could try giving the new cube its own GP node (so that maya makes the connections) and then changing
its id???

A  I could do so in the composite; revealing one rendered image through another
A  I could do so with transparency
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
15_05_14

found a movie tutorial on how to use the API to create polygons. You provide MPoints and a bunch of other info.
Seems its not far from this to make a node so that the position of the vertexes updates all the time (I assume this
is done via a plugin)

…………
Now back to building project;
Making tools for post work and updating plein air tools…
Attribute UI:
Format for setAttr when type is a component list??? here it is; (more in technicalNotes folder)
mc.setAttr('polyMergeVert25.inputComponents', 2, 'vtx[21]', 'vtx[36]', type='componentList')

Above pick shows results of setting the .inputComponents of MergeVerts node…
can I input my BB object to this?
do I need the groupParts node inbetween?
setAttr()  I want to have a way to store the original Value
connectAttr()

ability to select history nodes of type ; polyExtrude, polyCutPlane, polyMergeVerts and connect sets of them to sliders
?
Can I retrospectively add a polyMergeVerts to each house model?? → YES
….
COMBINING MODELS by bypassing groupParts nodes
A separate question is how to get the groupParts nodes attached to a particular object cause they dont always

show...hmmm … seems when I add a nodeSuch as merge verts to the model then all the GP nodes show...

above is building 15, building 56, then both. In this case the combo is not very interesting but perhaps on a
character model the results might be more interesting
……………
SELECT COMPONENTS ON ALL MODELS VIA BOUNDING BOX
So I like the idea of ability to 
select faces (to texture) or verts (to move or transform) based on bounding box
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
21_05_14

about two hours of observing and modelling;
I was focused on capturing/ describing my dog as she sat in teh sun on the front veranda. Sometimes she stood
up, wanting to go back inside but the door was closed so eventually she would sit back down again.
Tools == autoProcedure with duplicate model, laptop, Wacom, chair, camping table
Process == I ended up working on two separate models; one of the whippet standing and one of her seated
Post opportunities
 ?colour the models
 deform them with history (gina there’s only history on teh original model; however adding a group parts node
means that component deformations can be added afterwards)
 deform them via “rigged” joints. NB. I assume that this would probably entail traditional keyframe animation… but
could it be some kind of procedural or autoAnimation (eg music driven) ??
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
23_05_14

plant still life
remains to be done….. I got sidetracked making the code / tool work ...
AIM

to explore 3d modelling and texturing the plant as a way of understanding / exploring it.
 to answer the question of whether this process of modelling / understanding can be captured… and if so does it

resemble aspects of visual perception?
Script questions and wishlist

for greater post flexibility, attach ramp colour swatches to the surface shaders
 ability to delete selection sets
 add new swatch tab
 more feedback on autoProcedure so I can see if it fails
Combine auto and manual procedure
 can autoProcedure work with colour swatch stuff or will it try to duplicate the colour stuff (shaders etc)?
 I would like to try to capture colour tweaks of a swatch  perhaps by adding a new colour input to a ramp
DISCOVERIES
 I have just realised taht I can duplicate the shape node rather than the transform node :)
I can also set keyframes on the shape node.
General Thoughts / Questions

how (if at all) does the practice of plein air or still life 3D relate to “performativity” as discussed by Buttler, Bolt,
Barret, John Law etc ?
In Laws’, “
Seeing like a Survey
”, he says that methods in science can be thought of as techniques for describing
reality OR as practices that do not simply describe realities but that also enact these into being (ie. they describe
AND enact… maybe the point is that these come in tandem

I have decided today to use this code in manual mode to do plant still life.
AIM is to see what (if any) new opportunities come from duplicating shape node only instead of transform as well;
and what (if any) opportunities are lost.
shape nodes and skin clusters:
 it seems that if I select the transform and then the joints and bind Maya binds the first 3 shape nodes.
is this a setting or is there a limit to the shape nodes being bound?
...and deformers such as bend:
seems I can manually (or by script) connect the outGeometry of a bend deformer to multiple shape nodes. eg;
mc.connectAttr('bend3.outputGeometry[0]', 'mesh_10.inMesh')
mc.connectAttr('bend3.outputGeometry[0]', 'mesh_9.inMesh')
EDITING THE geo of oringinal shape node:
TEXTURING the duplicated shape node:
do I have to do this on a face by face basis?
getting the shading grp from the mesh using the api;
Given the DagPath for any Mesh object, listing the Shading Groups connected to it is easy. The
MFnMesh::getConnectedSetsAndMembers()
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
24_05_14
def applyShadingInfoToMesh(mesh1, mesh2):
# Create a selection list object and add the node
selectionList = om.MSelectionList()

selectionList.add(mesh1)
# return the MDagPath of only element 0 in the active selection list
dagPathToMesh = om.MDagPath()
selectionList.getDagPath( 0, dagPathToMesh )
# make sure the path is to the shape node (not the transform)
dagPathToMesh.extendToShape()
# finally create the mesh function set
mFnMesh = om.MFnMesh( dagPathToMesh )
shaders = om.MObjectArray()
indices = om.MIntArray()
print indices
mFnMesh.getConnectedShaders(0, shaders, indices)
noOfShaders = shaders.length()

shaderNodeList = []
index = 0
for shader in range(noOfShaders):
shader = shaders[index]
tempSelectionList = om.MSelectionList()
tempSelectionList.add(shader)
# meshObject = om.MObject()
shaderMObject = om.MObject()
tempSelectionList.getDependNode(0, shaderMObject)
shaderNode = getNodeName(shaderMObject)
shaderNodeList.append(shaderNode)
index+=1
print shaderNodeList
faceNumber = 0
for shaderIndex in indices:
currentFace = '{mesh2}.f[{faceNumber}]'.format(mesh2=mesh2, faceNumber=faceNumber)
currentShader = shaderNodeList[shaderIndex]
print currentFace, currentShader
mc.sets(currentFace, edit=True, forceElement=currentShader)
faceNumber += 1
def getPointInfoFromMesh(mesh1):
#### get the point info from the first mesh #################
# Create a selection list object and add the node
selectionList = om.MSelectionList()
selectionList.add(mesh1)
# return the MDagPath of only element 0 in the active selection list
dagPathToMesh = om.MDagPath()
selectionList.getDagPath( 0, dagPathToMesh )
# make sure the path is to the shape node (not the transform)
dagPathToMesh.extendToShape()
# finally create the mesh function set
mFnMesh = om.MFnMesh( dagPathToMesh )

#create point array to store the points
inMeshPointArray = om.MPointArray()
mFnMesh.getPoints(inMeshPointArray, om.MSpace.kWorld)
return inMeshPointArray
def applyPointInfoToMesh(mesh1, mesh2):
# get mesh1 point info
pointArray = getPointInfoFromMesh(mesh1)
#### make a function set etc for mesh2
selectionList = om.MSelectionList()
selectionList.add(mesh2)
# # return the MDagPath of only element 0 in the active selection list
dagPathToMesh = om.MDagPath()
selectionList.getDagPath( 0, dagPathToMesh )
# finally create the mesh function set
mFnSecondMesh = om.MFnMesh( dagPathToMesh )
#apply point info to mesh2
mFnSecondMesh.setPoints(pointArray, om.MSpace.kWorld)

In the end I didnt need to use the 3 scripts above… because I found that a lot of issues (such as texture info not
being replicated on the new shape node) were overcome when I parented all the new mesh objects under a new
transform.
Currently this transform is refered to by name. I now realise that it would be better to refer to it by pointer so that I
could have different ones… or just make it reference the meshName…

wishlist
auto option
apply deformer to all mesh nodes (of same name)
make one mesh node transform toward the next
add dropdown with existing mesh names
?
try adding blend shapes so that one meshNode deforms toward the next
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
27_05_14

Trying plant still life again. I hope I dont have too much of a preconcieved idea of what this experiment (this
encounter) should look like… I have imagined the results several time now.
3D still life GENERAL QUESTIONS
Would it be good to work with teh subject matter (in this case the plant) from different angles? or under different
lighting conditions; or looking at it from different distances?
PLEIN AIR script ammendments

set BG colour (toggle)
 delete selection sets
 update UI when it is remade with surface shader swatches
 put Post stuff on a different tab
select all shape nodes
 make blend shapes work by selecting node (again)
 make blend shape tangents straight
___SET split poly, merge verts, keyboard shortcuts
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS while making

 resisting the urge to make sense...ie resisting the urge to ‘wrap it up’, to simplify, to make the model look
obviously ‘plant like’; by this I mean that I resisted extruding a stem from the base and then leaves from the
stem/trunk. 
I tried to sit with it being chaotic
.
…………….

After preffering the version with occlusion on it, I now prefer the flat version….
I would like to now go further and keep working on the plant… what happens if I make some areas very detailed…
SCRIPT IDEAS
I think teh latest script is 
“duplicateShapeFunction_007.py
”

maybe I should add more swatches to the pallette ….
 the blend shape could be added only if the topology doesnt change
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
30_05_14
continuing on plant still life…

THOUGHTS
what makes this different from yr average timelapse modelling movie?
 the fact that in practicing this technique I actually work (ie model and texture) differently… just like when doing a
charcoal animation you might work differently than you would when just doing a charcoal drawing…
 the differences I have percieved so far are that I am trying not to order the plant… I am trying to sit with
disorder… to allow the form of the plant to dictate how I approach it… rather than to approach the plant in terms of
how I “know “ it to be (ie to have trunk/ stem with leaves extruded off etc)...
There is the constant desire to “clean up” and order the model… to make sense of it as a whole…. but I am
reminded of MPs explination of Cezzanne as painting teh world as it comes into being and also to teh Zen
drawing book which talks about drawing the particular horse (not “horses in general”).
_ Im not neccessarily taking the EASY PATH/ the EASY OPTION in terms of making a model…
___today I was CHANGING COLOURS a lot on the plant… as I defined areas more and as I saw different colours
/ as the threshold from one hue to another seemed to be crossed. Instead of
TOOLS
done  toggle use default material
to consider  add projected ramp texture

 duplicate colour swatch / add colour to ramp
Animate camera to be looking where I am working… at least animate the aim constraint object...or create a new
one… every thirty seconds is too often to animate the camera… so have a separate interval for the camera…

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
04_06_14

I am writing some separate blend shape tools…
Whippet in the sun ⇒
 try adding blend shapes in world space
QUESTIONS:
like Kentridges charcoal anims, could the animation here be derived from the production process (gina what does
this mean?)...
Kentridges’s anims are constituted by capturing the process of drawing.
 What is the potential of 3D animations that capture the process of 3D modelling?
 what are the similarities between 3D modelling and drawing (
or how can 3D modelling be like
drawing/sketching or “seeing/drawing”), and what are the differences?.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
05_06_14

BLEND SHAPE Tools;
I am using my “whippet in the sun” still life models as the basis to experiment with how to blend (or interpolate)
between one model and the next…. and setting vis keyframes on each model…
SCRIPT thoughts / suggestions
 set the num of frames between vis keys (ie numFrames that each model is visible)
 set the num of frames between blend states (target state achieved on frame before vis0 )
TO DO

 create demo movie
with cubes  modelling dupe script  key vis  create blends
THOUGHTS / DISCOVERIES / SURPRISES
 the blend script seems to create a complex blend node.. playing through the timeline with my simple cube
example the movement is surprising but convincing, or evocative… I kind of like it…
I now need to “reverse engineer” to see what I’ve actually done…

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
06_06_14

I thought it was a mistake that each cube deforms “all the way” but actually thats because each is referencing the
previous. I assume that this is happening on my shape blend script too  ? will check it out
NOW putting world space blends on whippetInTheSun…
as I do so noting 
Post Production scripts 
/ helpers as follows;

select
all transform nodes (gina this could be done with a selection set)
 a way to 
vary visibility keys
in the timeline
 this could be done during production (eg
use a hotkey to execute the duplicate model function and the vis
key duration reflects the amount of time elapsed between button push
)
 or post production (eg using music to distribute the keys)
 a way to procedurally
animate the camera
location and aim
 this could be done during production
 or post production
 a way to key transparency on models to use a ghosting of previous iterations
 how to key transparency without a shader per object?
with the singleShadingSwitch node
mc.createNode('singleShadingSwitch')
 where to start and finish fade keys?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
07_06_14

I just had a thought that these blend shape tests (and auto duplicate tests) also come under the heading
of “
modelling as animation
”
… MORE MODELLING AS ANIMATION

TRANSPARENCY TEST RESULTS
I tried my new transparency script on whippet renders…
Initially I thought it would be good to have each model always partially transparent. but because the models ‘pop’
on (ie there visiblity is animated) this produces a flickering effect when animated

So I found the best results achieved by fading the transparency from 1 to zero…
THOUGHTS
 currently each model is deformed according to the subsequent models (ie the ones that come after)... What if

they were deformed also by the previous models?
 turn off double sided

theres a problem with the models casting and recieving shadows...
edit...just need to up the sample rate

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
09_06_14

TO DO
some more modelling as animation > still Life or Plein air… this time focus on details…
eg with a plant…
 try modelling one area and then moving the verts to another area?
or have several cubes (remember that the one that I have selected will be the one to be duped).. the blending of
one object across to another is a mapping of the movement of my attention…
[at a granular level would this be like a vector/line visble from one vert to another as I move one vert then
another?]

One limitation of utilising the transparency script is that many of the models largely overlap [I just had a thought
that this could be 
the basis for positioning the camera
… ie for finding out which aspect of the model has been
worked on… where one models verts differs from the previous is presumable where it has been worked on…].
To get around this I tried using “transform component” with some randomness to the transformation. This could be
scripted to operate across all the models and to be animated from 0 to X to coincide with the appearance of the
next model and then the disapearance of the current (component transformed) model.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
11_06_14

“interior_004.ma”
Intrigued by the blend shapes making the form (ie the verts) move from the lying dog to the standing dog… I tried
this rendition of a room in my house. The room is big enough that I dont really take it in in one go… my eye moves
around it… I found that I was grouping (visually) different aspects of the room at different times…
I imagined that each mesh (or each shape node) could include what constitutes a particular GESTALT…
I was listening to Dreyfuss on MP’s Phenomenology of Perception as I worked and liked the comment that to say
that the message of the gestalt theorists was “The whole is greater than the sum of the parts”is misleading.
Dreyfuss says that actually “
the whole determines what counts as a part”...
I was also interested to hear that Dreyfuss thinks that the project of varela et all is misguided regarding MP’s work
(or the significance thereof)..
Ways I am guessing that I might visually group the objects in the room are;

by colour or tone
by proximity (in 3D or across the 2D “picture plane”)
The practical questions that arose from the above example where;
 what is one object and what is the same object (ie mesh or shape node)?
 is it better to dupe mesh or shape? is it good to have the option of each? would it be useful to do both in the
same scene?...an “unraveling” at different levels...
 should two nodes be onscreen at one time? this could happen by changing their name...might look interesting
when one blends to another whith yet another stable / stagnant.  for now I might answer no to this
 I have tried blending “forward” so that one mesh leads to teh next…. but what if they “crossover” so that one
mesh comes from the previous? or just the option to do either?
 working with shapes is annoying… not sure if I can create switch node for the transparency for example
 also not sure if transparency (and switch node) works with surface shaders 
edit...yes, I got it working… see

below
.
SO My SCRIPT needs
 check keys spacing
 separate production tab and postproduction tab
 duplicate shape node or mesh
 blend on shape node or mesh
….
 add ramp as colour swatch and keyframe its transparency in a LT when colour of swatch is tweaked (production
tab)
 add camera animation based on vertexes worked on or based on the position of the camera for the current
viewport (production tab).... the camera position could be noted at the same time as the model is duped…
options include;
animated cam or still
…. seems the camera would have to average between the different views and make a cut when the view changed
significantly and stayed changed….
…. can I assume that I will always work in the perspective view?
….could the script job actually run when the perspective camera moves?

above is two consecutive frames… they dont match up at all because the colours are so different…
I cant even make the colours fade because I cant add transparency to surface shader…
TRANSPARENCY AND SURFACE SHADERS

I need to link (or at least also animate) the colour toward black as well as the transparency to get the desired (and
intuitively expected) result.

“interior_006pp.ma”
I got the transparency working as I expected with the dupes shape nodes by using a single switch animated from
black to white for the transparency (this can be used for all the shaders on the shape node)... and a triple switch
for the colour (NB. you must set the default colour before connecting it with the shader). This triple can only be
used once per colour and is animated from specific colour to black.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
13_06_14

above is “
interior003_withTransformMistake
” f111 and f112…
This scene file gave me a shock when I played back through the timeline because the transform node translations
and scales hadnt been picked up when teh shape node was duped… so the models I was working in where in
different places; the were different sizes and locations than the duplicated shape nodes…
Nevertheless this flawed anim (which is far from what I intended) has qualities that I like...
CAMERA ANIM SCRIPT
taking the decisions away or at least having a starting point to work with
I now want to return to the 
camera animation script…
working on “autoCameraAnim_001.py”
QUESTIONS
what will it be like working with two script jobs going?
to streamline should dupe model check execution time with change in persp tz?
if nothing is selected and it skips the job could it try again sooner?
if not, camera change might work better anyway...
or should I do camera thing with selection change (as per current dupe model)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
14_06_14

continuing with
…”autCameraAnim_004.py”
some thoughts;
KEYFRAMING CAMERA MAIN
need to associate each camera with a meshName
 might be easiest to combine with the dupe mesh script  ???
then as a post process the constraining of camera MAIN is based on the
vis keyframes on each mesh
ANIMATING CAMS
 would be good to have some movement on at least some of the cameras
what would this movement be based on?
 the position of the next camera? These keys could be laid in post but their values could be stored during
production… so I keep a list of created cameras, a list of positions and rotations… then I can access the position
and rotation before the current camera index and after the current camera index…
 OR I could just animate the constraint of camMain from one camera to the next over 10 frames for example

MAKING THINGS MODULAR
the DuplicateMesh function returns mesh number… how to add the camera creation and have it acquire mesh
number????
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
16_06_14

AUTO CAMERA ANIM continued
How to associate a mesh number with the newly created camera?
How to deal with meshNumber = None?
How to make meshNumber = the last mesh number?
→
“autoProcedure_003.py”
seems to be successful in creating cameras during production based on distance threshold.
Each camera has a “correspondingMesh” attribute which is the cameras “most recently created mesh”; so
supposedly the one that was being worked on at the time of camera creation (although I can think of times that
this wasnt the case.
Next is to work on a post production camera animation script that does the following;
creates camMAIN
parent constrains camMAIN to each of the working cams
checks the “correspondingMesh” attr of each working cam
animates the parent constraints of camMAIN according to the “correspondingMesh” attr’s
seems there might be pros and cons of storing mesh number or whole mesh name with the corresponding
camera… mesh name would allow me to have multiple names of meshes… mesh numbers will make it easier to
change the corresponding mesh manually

 maybe store the mesh name separately as a string variable 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
17_06_14

AUTO CAMERA ANIM continued………..
currently I have split the camera anim into two parts;
Production;
multiple camera creation while working
PostProduction;
create camMAIN
constrain it to workingCams
key camMAIN constraints so that it coresponds to vis of meshes
 I need to get the visOnKey of the next mesh also as the constraint0 keyTime
+ I would like to have other anim options such as;
add 
“drift” to the camMAIN (so that it slowly moves to the next position
add pan or track motion to working cams (this would entail getting the constraint1 and constraint0
keys associated with the working cam…
+ remove cameras that are in exactly the same place (this could be done mannually)
+ animate cameras that only move a small amount (check a cam with the next in the list  first position; 
then rotation...if it falls within a certain range then make it one camera, animated).
+  
animateCurrentCam(towardNext, fromPrevious, ease=1,2, or 3)
⇒ drifts the cam from current
position or into current position
 
subsumeNextCam(ease=1,2, or 3)
⇒ deletes the next working cam and animates from current position
and rotation to nextCam position and rotation
 
insertKeysCurrentCam(insertStartKeys, insertEndKeys
++ animate camMAIN constraints… so that camMAIN drifts slowly toward the next cam then quickly snaps

into place
+++ ability to delete a particular working cam manually and have the parent constraints update...
dealing with ERRORS
I’m at teh point now where I see the value of dealing with errors in code… so I’m wondering;
should a function always have a return value?
 I think not...
how do you best raise errors in Python?
 “
If you need to indicate an error always raise an exception.

I usually tend to avoid raising errors
unless it is necessary”
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
19_06_14 ⇒ 20_06_14

FIXES
 mesh_0 must be renamed
 set vis0 keys to frame 0
 make threshold (for making cams) pertain to rotation as well
 maybe create new camera with same pos and rots rather than dupe persp… cause even changing the vis on
cams they still seem to be hidden.
 hide working cam group
done in ; 
autoProcedure_005.py
ADDITIONS
 maybe need a locator parented under each camera… with each camera constrained to the locator… then I can
shift the locator for a particular camera and/or I can offset the parent constraint on camMAIN. This is in order to
“take a step back” or forward.
………..

 
subsumeNextCam(ease=1,2, or 3)
⇒ deletes the next working cam and animates from current position and
rotation to nextCam position and rotation
 got this function working. NB. the rotation doesnt work too well when auto animated. I might need a
“camera rig” or maybe just reduce the rotation threshold and change threshold test to AND not OR…
 but I’m guessing the same problem will come up with the “addDriftOnMaincam”
………..
SHOULD I USE A 
RECURSIVE FUNCION
??? 
YEP

it worked...see below 
btw; 
1
:] 
isequivalent to 
"1 to end"
SORTING A DICTIONARY
constrainTimeDict = {'cam5': [10, 20], 'cam4': [5,10], 'cam3':[3,5], 'cam2':[0,3], 'cam6':[20,40]}
sortedTimeLists = sorted(constrainTimeDict.iteritems(), key=operator.itemgetter(1))
………..

trying to work on a list and change it at the same time…. got it working;
import math
import operator
def returnNewList(myList):
threshold = 1
if not myList:
newList = []
else:
print myList
listLen = len(myList)
currentItem = myList[0]
print 'currentItem ', currentItem

if listLen > 1:
nextItem = myList[1]
else:
nextItem = myList[0]
print 'nextItem ', nextItem
value = abs(currentItem  nextItem)
if value > threshold:
myList.remove(nextItem)
print 'removed ', nextItem
newList = returnNewList(myList[1:])
return newList
myList = [1 ,4 , 2 ,3 ,5 ]
print returnNewList(myList)

………

 “cameraAnimTools_009.py”
….. now for drift on main cam
 NB. better results are achieved by breaking connection on rotation and adding locator and aim constraint...
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
21_06_14

Getting sick of camera anim tools now… feel I need to use them before spending much more time on designing
and programming tools…
Last additions I plan to do today;
 Add offset Z Attrs to camMAIN, one attr for each camera
what if these attrs want to be updated? check the new workingCamList; if camAttr is not in there delete the
Attr; if camera doesnt have an attr, add the attr
 add drift on camMAIN
CHAIR still life

this amount of cameras created after 2.5 hrs of modelling with settings;
distanceThreshold = 20
rotation Threshold = 40
renderRaw from test camera moving
delete some cameras
add offset Z attr
manipulate model visKeys
create blend shapes
QUESTIONS

why are ramps not shifting properly?
How to make it interesting?
Try projected ramp colours (could add projectors to baseRamp?)
change ramp interp to linear?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
24_06_14

A night of insomnia… stuck in programming mental loop… do something>press go > see what happens > make changes (trying to solve a
problem > press go again> see what happens > search for glitches etc etc
 by day this process can be intriguing and enjoyable… by night its pointless, repetative, a never ending loop. Feels like my mind is
gripped by this loop which is ultimately pointless…

PPchair_009_cam45_f522

cam45_f523

cam45_f1317

“chair.ma”
2.5 hours of modelling and texturing
I captured cameras and colour tweaks and duplicated models (transform nodes)
OBSERVATIONS re process and results
It was engrossing as a process… felt like there was an intriguing, and always changing array of colours and
shapes to explore, to capture. At times I was trying to capture the forms (relationship of forms), at other times I
was trying to capture the colours (and teh relationship of colours to each other).
None of the objects where moving, but I shifted my attention across the scene… around the chair… and then
around the surrounding room. The light shifted throughout the time I spent modelling… from sunlight to artificial
light (it got dark outside).
There were areas of hard shapes/ edges and lots of soft areas as well… I wanted to add ramps to the textures (I
remember this particularly on the floor)... but I was compelled to work fast and didnt want to deal with maya
nodes; I wanted to focus as little as possible on teh program.
I feel that teh “raw scene file” rendered is uninteresting compared to teh intrigue of making it….
How to make the
intrigue of watching match the intrigue of making
????

CAMERAS and VIEWPOINT
I ended up with hundreds of “working cameras”. each of these rendered from in turn presents an interesting
viewpoint. But when I constrain cam main it jumps around way to much.
Maybe I dont need to think in terms of linear cam contraints?
Maybe I render teh same time period from different cameras?
would I then present them in a linear sequence? or splitscreen; transparency; linear overlay;
testCam
represents the the place I was standing when viewing teh chair… 
working cams
represent various
virtual positions I took up around the model chair while making it… I guess these are like the fact that my ability to
move around teh chair is part of my experience of viewing it from a fixed point…
How to combine these viewpoints in one image?
render teh same animation from diff cams and play one after another? like a loop
one big image with lots of smaller ones (eg along bottom of frame)
render from different cams and project back onto geometry?  maybe a wireframe?
CAMERA VIEWPOINT AS TRANSPARENCY

try projecting transparency onto models based on camera position and direction….
 use final (original) models as teh starting point for this (I could find my favourite colours or combine colours).

two comp tests with wireframe render comped over the top; could be projected from camera view

Testing projection of transparency onto model from working cam.
Projection could be under camera or could be on object and constrained to cameras…
CameraMAIN constraint key is not working!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

MODEL VIS ANIMATION
 dont feel that I have to move forward with model vis…
 maybe use the last model as the starting point. others are secondary to this
COLOUR ANIMATION
 maybe this needs to be more deliberate (less random). eg I could use the colours I have to find certain
combinations. These combos could be hooked up to a control (eg lighter, artificial light, chair focus, greater
contrast etc). Then they could be animated from a central control.

not sure why some cycling colour tweaks are not working 
SCRIPT THOUGHTS and CHANGES
CAMERA SCRIPT 
successful as a way to get unusual camera angles that I would never think of.
Not successful as a way to automatically animate a render camera
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
25_06_14

PLANT 
continued… 
dupes SHAPE nodes
Creating a camera animation which simulates working cams.
Going for abstract shapes so that a picture builds up
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
26_06_14

modelling books…
dupes SHAPE nodes
 why do I lose texture on faces when I add a new face (sometimes)?
 where is the face list kept when I delete history on the model and the groupParts nodes are deleted (as they
seem to be.
 finding that I am sticking with a stable filofax… should I later insert some book and table shapes?
 COLOUR… should I be thinking less abut form and more about colour??
POST PRODUCTION
 consider deliberately combining and splitting models for a good blend effect 
ie using teh materiality of the software (its intrinsic qualities / what it does well).
GROUP PARTS node
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
27_06_14

REFLECTING ON CHAIR →
Looking back through renders… these are the bits that have promise...

two frames from PPchair_016…. this anim uses the final model and cycles thru the colour tweaks. Ramps are set
to “circular
”. Ramp uses objects UVs.

PPchair_015 also cylces through colours on the final models. This time ramps are projected and so the colours
move consistently across the models. Ramps are set to “Vramp”.
→ I like this one and would like to try it on cycling models… and maybe a moving camera…
A thought on cycling models… maybe play with groupId nodes also … and maybe mix up the models so that they
are not going from LR to HR. and also make keyframes faster …. some very fast and some slower...

FINDING A WAY THAT IS NOT JUST ADDITIVE
→
I want a technique(s) that explores vision as dynamic….
THE CAMERA →
I still havent found a way to resolve teh arbitrary nature of the camera…
 I cam imaging a slow move from POV camera and then interspliced with quick shots of working cameras.
when slow POV cam, models are frantic… when frantic working cams models are slow..
BOOKS

.
For some reason I really like this image (again, its an image that is born out of the process; not thought up in
advance)………….Should I find a way to start and end on this frame.
shift from BG to FG… currently I have the figure… work out how to treat the BG
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
28_06_14

I like the way that this image contains “observed colours”. its not an image I designed but its also not arbitrary; in two ways 1) I chose o keep it
and I chose to render it/ it attracted/intrigued me 2) the colours are not “made up” imagined, they are attempts to capture what I perceived. So I
want to be stretched/surprised (but not in an abitrary way) /called/pulled

I have just been writing about how we percieve getsalts (I think) according to MP. D’ says that teh whole
determines what are the parts… so once we percieve this image as books we might see the pink and orange as
Postit notes. According to MP the colour of these notes would be different if they were fruit or leaves for example.
Maybe this is why the colours (and teh shapes) only need be approximate; because they work in conjunction with
each other (ie together they form the gestalt and that gestalt? which I think is itself indeterminate ?adds to the
colours and forms (makes it a papery orange)....
interesting that my swatches are limited… the light pink is also the highlight of the orange… in that context the
pink is orange…. GIna how does this compare to Dreyfuss on m
iddle C being different depending on the tune
it is in
?D
’ says (I think) that middle C “announces” the particular tune
…?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
30_06_14

progress pic from “scotchmere_001.ma”

THOUGHTS 
on Scotchmere;

Had a lot of fun. was sorry when my battery ran out. was very absorbed. It was hard to “get anything down”. At first I thougt it was a
pointless, impossible task. first attempts were conventional lego men; I liked it when the man sat down and I moved the verts into position
without trying to make sense ...or at least while suspending teh sense making… or was it that I was “starting afresh” in a way…. ie move a
vert to the position of a foot and let the edges be dragged where they will… try to capture an aspect of the form while letting other aspects
“go to the dogs
”.
I’m looking forward to turning it into a moving sequence (above shows the final models and colours I am left with after that 2 hour session.
I’d like to carry on the practice each day and see what changes in my approach…
will a style emerge?
should/could I carry on a painting practice in conjunction?
How much should/can I work on teh anim “postproduction” (ie back in the “studio; away from the objects of enquir
y)

“PPscotchmereSt_03”... f934… f939… f940…

with blend shapes applied

 I like/enjoy/am intrigued by the colours and shapes in these images even though they are not what I would
“choose”.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
01_07_14

final models of “Scotchmere2”

I have spent a lot of time making tools (ie scripting) but I’m starting to think that the most remarkable thing (or the
thing that impacts most on teh final anims) is the way that I use the tools… And I have noticed that as I use these
plein air production tools I can begin to see in a different way; to approack teh subject matter differently/ to
see/attend to/ notice different aspects.
 The weather has an impact. eg the figures above were created on a very grey day. you can probably tell by the
shapes that most people were wearing coats also I have not broken the figures up in terms of different

shades/colors. they are mostly sillouettes.
THE FORMS I DIDNT BUILD ARE THE MOST INTERESTING
 im thinking of keeping teh anim moving so that teh forms are never still… perhaps they could slow (or even stop)
in parts where theres an interesting form that is not of my design…

 perhaps likewise; I make a lot of having a WYSIWYG workflow (eg no lights), however this scene as a sun
and sky render is quite interesting;

“PPscotchmereSt2001_04_f298_moBlur”

f 276 and f 298

“PPscotchmereSt2001_04_f298_software”

f 276

Above is 4 frames from test comp combining moBlur and colour render

COMBINING TRANSFORMS (sets of meshes) FROM TWO MODELLING SESSIONS

“scotchmereStCombined_001” ⇒ two transform nodes and shadows with toon shader on teh ground plane

I guess this is like painting at the same locations on different days.. ie painting over an already commenced
work…
 the two objects on screen all the time seem to increase the visual complexity more than twice as much I guess
because there are a myriad of relationships that emerge)
USING THE UVS FOR FACETED COLOUR
 flat colours dont make the most of (dont utilise) the fact that the forms are 3D. adding colour tweaks to each
ramp shows up the facets; it does so depending on the UVs (which are not of my design)
THOUGHTS
 it would be interesting to put some of the 
shapes under new transform nodes and rig (and animate) them
…
its a red man so maybe they each get skinned and then animated via my autoKey tools…
…………
SELF PORTRAIT

Three frames from “PPselfPortrait003_06” rendered with SR 3D motion blur

I prefer these stills to the animation for some reason…
I do like the way that these images above are not deliberate… Would it therefore be good to take these
“inbetween” model states and work with them? eg I could pick 10 of them, combine the geo and work with those
models

MR, vector fill, and vector line renders...would be good to do a shaded trail render (like the whippet)

BINDING MULTIPLE SHAPE NODES
:)) I just found out that I can bind the one transform node to joints (and it effects all shape nodes) as long as they
are all visible.
This need to make them visible is the same as when I apply Blend shapes; I’m guessing it will be the case for all
deformers.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
04_07_14

transparency on SS shaders and other shaders;
for shape nodes and transform nodes.
from above;
“interior_006pp.ma”
I got the transparency working as I expected with the dupes shape nodes by using a single switch animated from black to white for the transparency (this can
be used for all the shaders on the shape node)... and a triple switch for the colour (NB. you must set the default colour before connecting it with the shader).
This triple can only be used once per colour and is animated from specific colour to black
.

One triple switch per Material/SS
One blend node per shape entry into the triple switch
One single switch for all shape nodes

check if a triple switch is connected to outColor
if not:
colorRamp = get the ramp attached to outColor
tripleSwitch = make the switch
connect tripleSwitch to outColor
connect colorRamp.outColor to the triple switch default colour
if yes:
tripleSwitch = the connected switch
check if a blend node is connected to triple switch at the current index
if not:
blendNode = make blend node
set blendNode "blendColors1.color1" to 0
connect
if colorRamp:
connect colorRamp to "blendColors1.color2"
connect the singleSwitch mesh[1]_trans attr to the “.blender”

connect the current shape node to the tripleSwitch shape index
NB. the alpha works very strangely on the surface shader. Seems it would work to connect a black and white
ramp to the SS matte opacity (with a single switch in between) so that it goes from white to black as the
mesh_trans goes from 0 to 1 (ie its the inverse of mesh_trans).
NNB. at the moment the trans keys are not looking at the mesh vis keys… this would be a good feature for when
the mesh vis keys are not uniform.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
05_07_14 and 06_07_14

“PPshaderCntrls_006.py”
doesnt seem to be coping with face shader assignment :(

It seems to be related to the triple switch node
AHA  it is not connecting the ramp to the blend.color2
ie. it only connects the ramp to one blendNode
I think this is cause it disconnects teh ramp and then there is no ramp connected…
 how to store the ramp for all ? maybe check if a ramp by that name exists……
→ maybe make a dictionary with material as key and ramp as value
A DIFICULTY i just realised is that I need to get the correct entry into the switch node…
it might not be the index
→ however the empty slots dont seem to matter
NEED a separate button for keying transparency
and a separate button for network setup
PPshaderCntrls_008.py
works apart from this
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
07_07_14

Make trans attrs go from 0  1

Cubetest_001.ma
A mistake  I want keys to be set on all the switch nodes (ie to control all the colours on the geo). However the script currently only does some… but that
could be interesting as a way of breaking the models up and combining different versions of the one model.

vis keys on shader

vis keys on shader and mesh vis keys plus blend between  vis keys on yellow shader slipped


WHIPPET IN THE SUN now to test shader trans on lambert shader and also working on transform nodes

All the models in “whippetInTheSun”

ie. a render with vis keys deleted

 would it be interesting to just have them all visible and cycle trans between them?
 or do something within the mesh? ie its interesting how they overlap
working with TRANSFORM
 mesh vis ⇒ works well
 add blend ⇒ blend duration does seem to work ...not sure about blend align?
 key shader trans ⇒ doesnt get the node list. try making node list always return shape nodes
NB first save as 
“PPshaderCntrls_009.py” t
his works well for shapes
getNodeList()
gets a list of shapes or transforms
use 
shapeNode = self.getShapeFromNode(node) i
f I need the shape node rather than the transform. which i think
I always do.
 made that change. Now its making a shading switch for everyshape node...so its not connecting and then
returning the connected singleSwitch.
“PPshaderCntrls_010.py”

SURPRISE!!!
adding the trans attrs to a single shading switch (which is what happens when all models
share one material), the attrs line up in the channel box… this visual configuration reminds me of my driver
multiple target setup script. Could I modify that to work on the shading switch? so that I get waves/ripples of
transparency. Presumably the driver could be animated so that its not always the same speed?
Seems to be working well 
BETTER WAY OF SETTING TRANS KEYS and blend keys
keyspacing

trail size 5

trail size 8

trail size 12

 I’m think it would be great to be able to vary the trail size
 also be good to set initial trans off keys and trans on keys (
so that model fades on
) …. in addition
transparency could be also be projected…
 what would it look like to just wash over trans over UVs???? not interesting cause they all 
have separate
texture space
. maybe if meshes are combined and use Auto UV projection…….
.that might not matter might just
make it interesting
.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
08_07_14

just got the maya command line and maya.bat render happening. Not sure why it wasnt before…
 maybe environment variables (I put the maya\bin location first on the list)
 maybe the writing in the .bat file
template below
render s 1 e 10 cam camera1 rd D:\GINA\RESEARCH\PROJECT\00_stillLife\images\plant D:\GINA\RESEARCH\PROJECT\00_stillLife\scenes\plant

Now I will set up renders and render straight onto my red external harddrive
 should I do LR test renders first?
RENDER WISHLIST

→ whippetInTheSun_018.ma

coloured transparency

→ whippetInTheSun
black and white trail
========================== starting a finRen =================
THOUGHTS
 I just realised that part of deciding on a render look/style is rendering and assessing a still frame (or two or
three). Once the whole sequence is rendered and experience as moving/ as a seamless whole there are
surprises. The same goes for Kentridge watching the fruits of his labour. Both his process and the 3D animation
process are “one removed” in the sense taht the artists is not always experiencing the final product (as it could be
argued that the painting is). I guess I am thinking though that (perhaps even more than Kentridge  although of
course he does edit his film) the 3D animation process involves making a lot of decisions about whats in and
whats out (“between accident and critique”, Bacon)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
09_07_14

Options for shader vis keys

NB. these “tools” could be written as one off helpers

 I want to be able to change the mesh vis and set the shader vis accordingly. So ability to set shader vis based on
mesh vis or stand alone
 I want to try all the models on and vis keys from off to on, on to off. So 4 keys laid in total
I also want to try using expression setup to drive vis keys
“transparencyWave_001.ma”
currently “createExpressions” has a tab for multiple targets;
NOW I want to add one for one target (eg switch node), multiple channels;
createExpressions.py
seems to be working :)
………….
14_07_14

→ whippetInTheSun
I dont like the renders so far
try changing vis key spacing especially on that last bit that I really like
“whippetInTheSun_020.ma” →
frame rate = 25 fps
deleted some models that I didnt like (eg too boxy
………….
18_07_14

Bought an 
8 inch digital photo frame
and took it apart. Feeling much more excited about the idea of showing
work or making work to be shown. seems that dealing with teh specific characteristics of teh display platform (ie
the physical screen; its surface properties, its wiring, its scale) gets me interested and thinking about the
possibilities that emerge… eg the dialogue between one screen and another, or its location
(gallery/hallway/lounge room)...

SCRIPT changes;

making blend shapes be done according to vis keys
 make it work for shape

this is a test of transform component (local with random set to 10)
I like the way it could be a way of combining colours (like mixing on the pallette/canvas/or in the viewers eye)

 do the same for shader vis keys
 do the same for transform component
MESH SHUFFLE CTRLS
 work out a way to easily add/duplicate/delete transforms and shapes so that I can change the order and its not
always going from LR to HR
 make vis keys be applied according to name (ie mesh number is last number of mesh)
 blend doesnt apply properly …. maybe I need to order the list …
BETTER TO ORDER THE LIST so that it all works on meshes not neccessarily of consecutive numbers…
….
 try booleans? daisy chain them so that I end up with one model …. DOESNT WORK

THOUGHTS
looking at the beautiful visual feedback in tgraph editor makes me think;
ITS 
SELECTIVE MAPPING
“ALL THE WAY DOWN” … from the interface feedback to the final output...
………….
19_07_14

Added a couple of shape tools to Plein air UI
 shuffle names
 duplicate shape
NOW thinking of a tool to (?create and) animate curves according to the morphing polys
“PolyToCurves()
”
something like the following;
create curves, snapping points to poly verts
“bind” curve CVs to closest vert
? when mesh disappears find next closest vert

 how would I get it to compute getClosestPoint when the mesh disapears?
………….
21_07_14

Working on 
Coloured Whippet
…
Discoveries;
 dont work on heaps of shape nodes with the graph editor open
 now that I have setup the shaders selecting the transform node (which has thousands of shapes attached)
stalls the computer…. :/ I’m not sure why……………
____ went back to a version before shader setup and its still the same….slow!!!!!!!! ⇒ 7.04pm
Questions;
 should I just use a selection of the models I have created, not all?
 should I add blend, vis keys, and shader trans before rigging or after??
 how do I bind different poses to the same skeleton? or do I need to split it up further?
 or do I bind the ones that are visible?YEP 
To Do;
 fix shader setup so that “Orig” etc are not in node list
 try binding whippet to skeleton
 maybe start from all shapes together  cull them first  then bind in visible chunks maybe a
script to make selected visible and others not visible (dont need to be keyed)...........
 HOW to extend visibility on some models without selecting in the graph editor
GINA at least the blend etc is according to vis keys…. and presumably i can put Blend etc on selected only…
?and vis keys.
TRY:
(
I might be able to parent all these shapes under the same node then reapply vis keys)
cull shapes
add vis keys
extend some vis keys (might need a script for this)
test some blends (make sure I can apply them to selected only)
Basic animation on skeleton….
bind bunches of the shape nodes to skeleton …. (need small script)
 would this be the point that I apply blends?
 would a selective vis trail be interesting?

I like the vector render with line but it seems that Surface Shader is not supported by vector render

...btw … this is (part of) what the 3D artist sees and responds to….
NB. I have started to save helper scripts in teh scripts directory of the Maya project
eg;
→
selection = ['GINGER:head', 'GINGER:FK_ankle_FR', 'GINGER:FK_ankle_FR'\
'GINGER:FK_ball_FR', 'GINGER:FK_toe_FR', 'GINGER:FK_ball_FL', 'GINGER:FK_ankle_FL'\
'GINGER:FK_knee_FL', 'GINGER:FK_hip_FL', 'GINGER:FK_knee_FR', 'GINGER:foot_BR_CTRL',
'GINGER:foot_BL_CTRL', 'GINGER:COG', 'GINGER:FK_neck1']
mc.select(selection)

They can be dragged to the shelf for quick access….
………….
24_07_14
RENDERS FROM COLOURED WHIPPET_09

same frame from different camera angles… first is deliberately placed camera, second is a camera created during production, third and 4th start with
cameras made during production and adjust them to compose what looks right/interesting/dynamic/compelling. They forms and shapes that result
(particularly in the bottom 2) are not forms that I could make up myself (ie I wouldnt concieve of them in advance)..

THOUGHTS for various renders
 Binding as Animation  ???? bind shapes in vaious ways so that the anim is different…. maybe work with each anim
and then combine in the one file?
ANIMATE JUST TO BIND
have decided to animate the rig just enough to bind it…
ANIMATE FOR CONVINCING MOVEMENT
working with what I’ve got I then i change the animation on the skeleton…
→ get a good animation just once and then try with binding different shape nodes…. eg I could delete all except 10 and leave
them all on the skeleton….
Try;
blend shapes
vis keys
transform component
………….
27_07_14

Arranging the skeleton inside the changing dog models…
I notice that the forms (many of the interstitial forms at least) are ambiguous… I position the skeleton somehow that “makes

sense” ...
I have roughly aligned the skeleton with the mesh at each frame…
I now want to write a script that gets the currently visible mesh and binds that mesh to the joints…
→
bindVisibleShapeNode_01.py

Interestingly Maya creates a new skin cluster for each shape node

I have a script to duplicate a shape node but actually I think I want a script to shuffle all the vis keys along
so that the currently visible shape stays visible longer
THOUGHTS
 I have now bound all teh shape nodes and am animating the skeleton… do I animate with mesh off; ie just using
the joints as the visual indicator?
 its about the smooth and consistent deformation of the skeleton in conjunction with the fast jittery deformation
that comes with meshes snapping on and off; ie. changing topology
In this sense its a lot like Modelling As Animation

TO DO
 get animation looking believable (approximately 1 day) then try playing teh animation with various combinations
of shape nodes… could maybe offset the anim and play with lots of whippets in the scene?
TO TRY / TEST
 transparency trails on shader (selective use of that)
 blend shapes
………….
29_07_14

I found this old pic of spline whippet and am thinking that once I have animated the “colouredWhippet” skeleton I
can bind this one perhaps?
Although GINA would that defeat the purpose because this one is more upright as percieved / observed ??
perhaps I could bind this one to “lying whippet” anim…
 
I just had a thought about stringing all my anims together as a [narrative] film… the same way that The
Lost Thing was made by Shaun Tan starting with sketches (with the story emerging), I start with 3D anim
“sketches”....interesting how I get a little buzz of excitement and energy when concieving of an outcome/ a
project…

above is a screenGrab from Default whippet…. I could tell the TR story by having her “behave well”....
I could even use my original model of her and have it blend into the photographic model ….
→ Could I tell a similar story with a COFFEE CUP? ie dragging the cup onto the “grid of knowledge” ??? or the
“grid of presence” as Harman might say …

One style among many
Maybe my point is that the default workflow leads to one style among many → it doesnt have “the last word”. Like
MPs complaints about science, its not that I’m against images created with the default workflow but that they
should be considered one style/ one approach among many… that workflow shouldnt be “transparent” taken for
granted and assumed to present “the world as it is” or maybe not even an “accurate” representation.
………….
31_07_14
SHOES
THOUGHTS
I still dont really know the dif tween using transforms and shapes…
would be good to map the dupe shape function to a shortcut key
START
FINISH

==
==

2pm
8.30pm

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
02_08_14
Did greenJumper yesterday… about 3 or 4 hours worth...

Looking again at greenJumper model I can see that at some point the colours (as assigned to faces) have become jumbled up. I
really dont remember that being teh case when I closed the file yesterday….
I will now open my shoe file and see if the same has occured………………………….
well it didnt happen to shoes so I’m guessing its to do with not deleting history whi;e modelling….
THOUGHTS
→ maybe the script should include deleting history on current mesh (or at least an option for this).
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
11_08_14
I realise that I havent used the transparency key options on surface shaders yet….
With whippetInTheSun the transparency did produce render glitches where the models overlap
I intend to remedy that using a script to add random “component transformation” to one object whilst it is temporally coinciding on screen.
WHAT WOULD IT LOOK LIKE TO set the vis keys to one with a trail of 4 or 5 and the blend to start at 1 and go to the end?
WHERE DID I PUT MY TRANSFORM COMPONENT HELPER SCRIPT
???
maybe I havent written it yet….
I’m currently trying trans trail on green jumper and thinking that a S
ELECTIVE VIS TRAIL
could be good…

………………….
15_08_14
just finished ~3 hrs of night modelling

………………….
26_08_14

whippetInTheSun2_002_transformComponent
renders still kind of pulsate Im thinking the next thing to try is to have the trails
selectively only...ie when the model actually trails
 could this work in with extending the blend shapes? or is the point to use just a select few models and rig them and animate
them (maybe repeat them) to create an animation?
 could I repurpose the animation I have already created?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………….

28_07_15
working on Urban Animators submission…
Using it as an opportunity to amend my PaSl tools…
Blend and Vis attrs now are added to transform node and hooked up via nodes (condition, clamp and set range) this means that

I can MMB drag in the viewport to scroll through the shape nodes … scrolling slowly will enable the blend nodes, scrolling faster
will make the models jump from one to the next...

Did this render of all models and thought it looks cool … Here all the models are completely opaque.
NOW →

hook shader transparency to model Vis;
… create new shader from same swatch (so other models with the same shader are not changed
… OR use switch node … which is simpler? probably switch …
make nodes so I can have trail

delete blend controls
amend Blend cntrls
… NB vis kicks over when over 0.5 > fix by changing setRange max value to 2

